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Abstract 

In order to obtain enough training data samples to improve the accuracy of early 
overflow warning using deep neural network method,Based on the Generative 
adversarial networks (GANS) theory, a Generative adversarial network model based on 
overflow symptom is established,The latent distribution of GAN learning target data was 
used to generate sensor data similar to the overflow symptom sample, and the training 
data set of Deep Neural Networks (DNN) was amplified.the experiment result shows 
that,The data generated by the GAN model after sufficient iteration training can 
effectively train the DNN model, and the warning accuracy of the GAN model for overflow 
is more than 30% higher than that of the DNN model trained only with the original data 
set.Further analysis shows that under a given drilling condition, the greater the amount 
of data input to the model, the higher the accuracy of the final overflow warning 
is.Further analysis shows that under a given drilling condition, the greater the amount 
of data input to the model, the higher the accuracy of the final overflow warning is.Using 
sufficient generated samples to train the model is better than using only raw data,When 
using real samples and synthetic data composed of generated samples, the larger the 
proportion of generated data, the better the performance of the model.Using synthetic 
data as training samples can make the overflow warning model achieve high precision 
prediction. 
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1. Introduction 

Overflow is one of the most harmful accidents in the drilling process. If it is not controlled, it is 
easy to lead to major safety accidents [1-3].Traditional overflow monitoring is generally 
observed by manual sitting guard [4], with high labor intensity and large error of discrimination 
accuracy due to subjective influence of sitting guard. With the development of artificial 
intelligence, neural network [5] [6], the bayesian model, support vector machine (SVM) [7] 
intelligent methods, such as more and more application in the process of oil drilling, this kind 
of method does not rely on subjective factors, the overflow warning accuracy is higher, Kamyab 
[8] for the first time in 2010 proposed dynamic neural network model for early overflow of 
real-time monitoring, The neural network is used to calculate the dynamic drilling parameters 
in real time, and a good warning effect of overflow risk is achieved. In 2010, Liao Mingyan [9] 
first used artificial neural network combined with D-S evidence theory modeling to diagnose 
drilling risks, but the intelligent early warning model needed the support of a large number of 
training samples to achieve ideal accuracy. Because of the low probability of an overflow event, 
it is often difficult to obtain large amounts of actual overflow monitoring data under specific 
drilling conditions.Therefore, how to solve the problem of scarce training samples is the key to 
promote the intelligent early warning model in the oil drilling industry. 

Through literature research, it is found [10-12] that Generative adversarial networks (GANs) 
have strong ability in generating realistic data samples. It can expand the data of sample space 
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by generating artificial data similar to the original data. Thus, the training set data is enriched. 
In 2019, Shao Siyu [13] proposed the establishment of generative adversarial network model 
for rotating machinery fault diagnosis for the first time, achieving extremely high diagnostic 
accuracy and making up for the defect of poor diagnostic accuracy caused by insufficient 
training data of traditional intelligent methods. Therefore, this paper applies GANs to the field 
of overflow warning and proposes an overflow warning model based on generative adversarial 
network. The generative adversarial network model is used to learn the collected overflow 
feature data, obtain the potential distribution of feature data, generate data highly similar to 
the original data, and add the generated samples to the overflow data set. This is helpful to the 
training of Deep Neural Networks (DNN) to improve the accuracy of overflow warning and 
provide help for further . 

In this study, the generative admixture network structure is designed according to the 
characteristics of overflow characterization parameters, and the optimal learning rate is 
selected so that the network can quickly converge to Nash equilibrium when overflow 
characterization parameters are used as training samples. Second, a variety of different sample 
numbers were set up to test the performance of the generated data used as training data. Finally, 
the untrained test sets are imported into the deep neural network to verify the generalization 
performance of the model. 

2. The mechanism of overflow and its characterization parameter 
selection 

When the drilling overflow accident occurs, if it can not be found and controlled in time, it will 
often evolve into well kick and even blowout accident, resulting in large-scale casualties. FIG. 1 
analyzes the mechanism of overflow [14].According to literature [15], characteristic 
parameters closely related to overflow are selected as the input of neural network and their 
characterization rules [16, 17] are summarized, as shown in Table 1. 

 
Fig1. Mechanism of overflow 
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Table 1  Characterization parameters and regular pattern of kick warning 

Overflow characterization 
parameters 

Characterization 
law of overflow 

Remark 

Stand pipe pressure have some changes Fluctuation jump change 
Outlet fluid flow Rise Relative to the inlet fluid flow 

Outlet drilling fluid density Reuce 
Relative to the inlet drillingfluid 

density 
dc exponent Reduce Relative to the normal trend line 

                                                             

3. Gans-Dnn overflow warning model 

Based on Generative adversarial network theory, limited real overflow samples were imported 
into Generative Adversarial networks (GANs) model for data enhancement, generating a large 
number of pseudo-samples that approximate the real data.The Deep Neural Networks (DNN) is 
trained by using mixed data samples composed of generated samples and real samples, and the 
prediction accuracy of the network for drilling overflow accidents is greatly improved.The 
early-warning model process is shown in Figure 2 

3.1. Generative adversarial network model is established 

In GANs, the quality of the data generated by the generator is improved in its continuous game 
with the discriminator. The training purpose of generator G is to generate data Xgenerated=G(o) 
from the imported random noise vector O, and make the discriminator D believe that the 
generated data G(O) is from the real sample, and cannot identify it as the generated sample. 
Distributions defined by generator G are denoted as Pgenerated. On the contrary, discriminator 
D trains both the real sample and the pseudo sample generated by the generator as the input of 
the network, so that discriminator D can correctly identify the generated sample and the real 
sample.Discriminator D outputs samples from the probability of generating samples or real 
samples [18].The target loss function Los of discriminator D is defined as follows: 

)]|([log)]|([logos )(~~ generatedoPorealdatax xgeneratedspExrealspEL   

                                                   (1) 

In the above formula,Pdata and P(o) respectively represent the distribution of real data and the 
distribution of imported random noise, D(x) represents the probability of real data from the 
input sample of the discriminator, Ex~Pdata represents the expected value of Pdata sample X 
from the real data distribution, and Eo~P(o) represents the expected value of O sampled from 
the noise.The training of the discriminator is to maximize Los, and the training of generator G 
is to minimize the second term in Equation (1) to fool the discriminator.Therefore, the goal of 
GANs model can be summarized as follows: 

),(maxminarg DGLosGoal
DG

                                                         (2) 

During the training, the optimization objective function is carried out as follows: 

))]((1[log(),(min )(~ oGDEGDLos opo
G

                                             (3) 
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In this paper, the generation of combat network model through all connect to the Internet to 
build implementation, based on the above model for the loss function, the model can be trained, 
by error back propagation model parameters and stochastic gradient descent approach to 
update, this model USES the Adam optimization algorithm is used to generate against a network 
model of training, The learning rate is set to 0.0002.The model is trained and updated in each 
iteration cycle according to the following three steps. 

)))]((1[log()]([log )(~~ oGDExDE oPopx data
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A1:The number of iterations, the number of hidden layer neurons, the learning rate and other 
hyperparameters of the model were set. The weight coefficients of the generator and the hidden 
layer neurons of the discriminator were randomly initialized. The random noise was input into 
the generator to obtain the generated data G(O). 

A2:The generated samples and real samples are mixed and sent to the discriminator to obtain 
the output D(xreal) close to 1 and the output D(G(O) close to 0. The purpose is to enable the 
discriminator to distinguish the authenticity of the samples, and at the same time, the network 
parameters in the discriminator are updated iteratively. 

A3:Model parameters of generator and discriminator are updated respectively through 
Equations (3) and (4). After the discriminator finishes training, the discriminator and generator 
become one body for training and learning. At this stage, the discriminator is in a frozen state 
and cannot be trained. Purpose is to make data from generator forged successful cheat 
discriminant, the discriminant is unable to distinguish between real samples and samples, to 
enhance the ability of the generator to generate real data, the overall portfolio structure after 
completion of a training model also completed a iteration cycle training, then return to the first 
loop iteration step until the model convergence. 

3.2. Activation function selection 

The activation function F (*), which is the core of a neuron and the whole network, is used to 
realize the function conversion between network input and network output. This article prefers 
Leakyrelu function as the activation function of the full connection layer in GAN and Sigmoid 
function as the activation function of the output layer in GAN. 

The Sigmoid activation function is expressed as: 
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LeakyRelu activation function is expressed as: 
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3.3. Sample pretreatment 

Due to the various input data of input layer has different physical meaning and dimension, in 
order to generate the data correctly fitting the real sample, the distribution of the data input 
model before the need for the training sample and test sample data normalization treatment, 
the network's input, output, data mapping between [0, 1], make each index in the same order 
of magnitude, It is suitable for comprehensive comparative evaluation. 
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  (8) 

Where, x
——

iis the normalized data, xi is the input data, xmin is the minimum value of data change, 
and xmax is the maximum value of data change. 

3.4. Network architecture design 

Model structure depends on the data type of processing required, in this paper, the model input 
data is by the stand pipe pressure, flow rate, density of drilling fluid, dc index, consisting of four 
yuan a dimensional vector, the structure is simple, therefore, generator and the discriminant 
use two hidden layers, and the hidden layer and output layer are connected with the whole 
layer activation function. 
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Figure2 shows the structure of the generator and discriminator. A one-dimensional random 
noise input generator with a length of 100 is converted into an overflow feature sample output 
with a length of 4 through two fully connected layers with 256 and 512 neurons. The LeakyRelu 
activation function is used at the hidden layer, and the Sigmoid activation function is used at 
the output layer.The discriminator input overflow feature sampling signal with length 5 or 
generated overflow feature signal from generator output, through two full-connection layer 
transformation with the number of neurons 512 and 216, the output judgment probability of 
the target signal, and the activation function of the hidden layer is the same as that of the 
generated network. 

 
Fig2.Generate adversarial network generator and discriminator structures.(a)Generator 

sructure;(b)Discriminator structure 

3.5. Generative adversarial network model training 

In the model of generative adversarial network, generator and discriminator play game 
continuously and train each other by confronting each other. After several training iterations, 
the two gradually reach a relative balance, which is called Nash balance. At this point, the 
generated data quality of the generator reaches the best and can approximate the distribution 
of real data. According to the global optimization analysis of the minimax strategy in Formula 
(2), the derivation of Nash equilibrium can be obtained. According to the theoretical proof, if 
generator G is given, its corresponding optimal discriminator D should be: 
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Therefore, the minimax strategy of Formula (2) can be summarized as: 
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For training criterion Goal, the global minimum can be achieved if and only if Pg=Pdata, and at 

the global optimum, the value of training criterion Goal is -log4.For Pg = Pdata,
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That's the Nash equilibrium. 
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Fig3.Generation model loss 

From figure 3, you can see that in the initial stage of model training, generate network error 
curve presents the trend of fast increase, and discriminant network error curve is falling fast, 
to show that the performance of discriminant gradually increase, the corresponding 
generator's ability to generate data is poorer, unable to make the accurate distribution 
characteristics of overflow data to deceive the discriminant. Discriminant apparatus with the 
increase of the number of iterations, the error curve of gradually rise and stable, and the error 
curve of the generator and tends to be stable, show that in the iterative process, generate 
network and network loss function in advanced towards Nash equilibrium, model performance 
stability is no longer updated, gradually after 250 iterations, The model error curve basically 
reaches Nash equilibrium point, the generator can generate realistic data, but the discriminator 
can not distinguish the authenticity of the input data. 

4. Experiment and Analysis 

In order to verify the feasibility of overflow symptom sample generation technology in this 
paper, parameters of drilling overflow symptom of a well in Sichuan area were collected. The 
well depth was about 5700m-5850m, and the formation was the second Member of Lower 
Triassic Fei Formation.Collected 100 samples of the overflow signs, import it into generated 
against network model generated in 1000 samples of the overflow signs, experiment 
respectively based on the original small sample data and GAN extend data set, after importing 
the depth overflow diagnosis neural network, after the original data and the depth of the mixed 
data after training neural network overflow warning model accuracy as shown in figure 7,It can 
be seen from Figure 4 that the method proposed in this paper greatly improves the accuracy of 
the overflow warning model. With the increase of training times, the accuracy of the overflow 
warning can reach 99.04%. 
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Fig4.Kick warning accuracy 

In order to further analyze the influence of different sample numbers on the accuracy of the 
deep neural network model used for overflow warning, five mixed samples with different 
proportions were set for testing, and the overflow warning accuracy is shown in FIG.5.After 
sufficient training iterations, the overflow warning accuracy of training samples with different 
proportions is shown in Table2. 

 
Fig5.Performance of overflow diagnosis model corresponding to different training data sets 

Table2 Real samples and generated samples with different sample sizes are set and overflow 
warning accuracy is achieved 

 A B C D E F 

Real data 100 100 100 100 100 100 

generated data 0 200 400 600 800 1000 

Overflow warning 
accuracy 

61.25% 79.18% 97.50% 98.83% 98.87% 99.04% 

It can be seen from the above tests that the accuracy of the overflow warning model is 
proportional to the number of training samples.After enough training iterations, the generated 
data and the data synthesized from the original data can be used as training samples to make 
the overflow warning model more accurate. 
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The actual data set is divided into training data set and test data set, and the test data is used to 
verify the pre-warning model after training.The experimental results are shown in Table 3 (the 
actual and predicted conditions of the omitted part are the same). 

Table3 Overflow warning result of a well in Sichuan area 

The 
sample 
number 

Standpipe 
pressure(Mpa) 

Outlet 
flow(L/s) 

drilling fluid  

density(g/cm3) 

Dcexponent 

(dimensionless) 

actual  

value 

predicted  

value 

1 24.56 28.33 2.04 0.63 0 0 

2 24.50 28.49 2.03 0.62 0 0 

3 24.45 28.88 2.03 0.62 0 0 

4 22.85 25.21 2.01 0.46 1 1 

...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... 

9 22.81 24.46 2.00 0.45 1 1 

10 22.80 25.02 2.00 0.45 1 0 

...... ...... ...... ....... ...... ...... ...... 

29 23.45 27.35 2.08 0.57 0 0 

30 22.71 25.84 1.99 0.41 1 1 

It can be seen from Table 3 that the early-warning accuracy of the overflow early-warning 
model can reach 96.67% when the test set data is imported, which can meet the engineering 
requirements. 

5. Conclusion 

By analyzing the mechanism of overflow, this paper summarizes the overflow parameters and 
designs an intelligent overflow warning model based on generative adversarial 
network.According to the input data types, the neural network types of generator and 
discriminator are determined, and the neural network structure is designed.Established in this 
paper, based on the generated against the overflow of the network data to enhance strategy 
intelligent warning system can be in a real case, the overflow insufficient samples, a large 
number of approximation of the real data distribution to generate samples using the generated 
data and real data sample depth for neural network training, can carry on the effective early 
warning to the drilling overflow, early warning and precision meet the requirements of drilling 
field application. 
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